ANNOUNCEMENTS

The latest news from New Harvest:

We're 😍 over this illustration of team New Harvest by artist Vesna Asanovic!
Isha and Erin were profiled in the *Bay St. Bull*'s list of 30 influential Canadians under 30! Check out the story [here](#).

The second-ever conference on cellular agriculture, New Harvest 2017, will be taking place in NYC this fall! We are *this* close to finalizing the dates (yep, you can expect a full two days of programming this year!), so watch this space for updates! If you're interested in joining our list of sponsors and/or exhibitors, please [get in touch](#).

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

- New Harvest's *Meat/Culture video* (created by Derek Lau) will be included in the Museum of Design Atlanta's exhibit *Food by Design: Sustaining the Future* until May 7.

- Erin will discuss the future of food in a [panel event](#) co-hosted by Algama and Babylon Farm, **April 19 in New York City**.

- Erin is speaking at a book talk for *The Reducetarian Solution*, **April 20 in NYC**.

- Isha will be speaking alongside Kent Kirshenbaum, Alan Levinovitz, and Ben Wurgaft at "Modern Meat: The Science and Culture of Meat Substitutes," **April 21 in NYC**. RSVP [here](#).

- Isha is participating in a panel discussion at the *Rethinking Animals summit*, May 6-7 in NYC.
• The Modern Agriculture Foundation is hosting their cultured meat conference, Future Meating: The Path to Commercialization, May 7 in Haifa, Israel.

• Erin will be presenting at the Thought for Food summit, May 26-27 in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

• Isha will give a keynote at the Third Biotech Entrepreneurship Summit, June 3 in Los Angeles.

FROM AROUND THE WEB

Our favourite content this week about the world of cellular agriculture:

• Mosa Meat CEO Peter Verstrate hints at the months ahead for the Dutch startup's effort to bring cultured meat to market, in this article for FoodNavigator!

• Any discussion of a novel food and production process like cultured meat should be a nuanced and balanced one. Michael Stone suggests that past promises of cultured meat may have been overly optimistic in his piece, "Where's the Lab-Grown Beef?" for Discover magazine.

• New Harvest was quoted in a recent NBC News article about cultured meat.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CELLULAR AGRICULTURE

• Spiber, the Japanese company making spider silk via fermentation, is expanding! For more information, visit their website.

• Afineur is on the lookout for new microbe tamers/fermentation gurus/flavor architects to join their Brooklyn-based team! Interested? Get in touch by writing to hello@afineur.com.

• Interested in designing custom microbes for clients across multiple markets? Ginkgo Bioworks is hiring! Learn from nature to develop new organisms that replace technology with biology. The current list of opportunities at Ginkgo Bioworks is here.
• Want to work at the intersection of fashion and biotech? **Modern Meadow is hiring!** The Brooklyn-based team creating bio-fabricated leather is growing, with openings for a number of positions. [Check out their website for more info.](#)

• Do you want to disrupt the food space by creating the world’s first animal-free egg white? **Clara Foods has several openings** in their San Francisco-based team. For more information, [check out their website.](#)

• **The Good Food Institute is hiring for a number of positions** related to cellular agriculture and the development of plant based foods - [Check them out here.](#)

• **Is your cellular agriculture company looking to expand?** [Get in touch](#) to have your job posting shared on the New Harvest newsletter and website!

Til next time,

erin

[New Harvest](#) is powered by people like you.

Donate Now!

New Harvest is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
EIN/tax ID number: 20-1425438
All donations are fully tax deductible.